
How good are you at riding the waves of your life? The better you are at surfing, the
better the course of your life. Surfing a literal wave is a remarkable recreation. Surfing
takes a good deal of strength, stamina, and balance. Surfing also takes knowing the
behavior of waves, anticipating their cycles, choosing the right one, and entering and
exiting the wave at the right speed, angle, and moment. Surfing also takes passion and
commitment, maybe even joy and enthusiasm, and a good bit of letting go of control to
let the sea do its work beneath one. Surfing also requires knowing when to enter the
waters at all and when not to do so, what waters to trust and what waters to always
avoid. And while surfing is a recreation, surfing is also a sport of life and death. If a
rogue wave or severe undertow doesn’t get you, a shark or deadly man o’ war might.

Among Bible figures, David was an
excellent surfer. He didn’t avoid every
undertow or shark, but he avoided most.
David knew when to accept Goliath’s
challenge but when not to challenge king
Saul. David knew when to hide, when to
fight, and when to run. David knew in
which caves to hide and around which

mountains to run. David was alternately patient, waiting years to receive his promised
kingdom, and impulsive, quick to pursue the Amalekites to recover his wives. David
knew to take his punishment from the Lord rather than men but also knew how to stop
the Lord’s avenging angel. David knew when to run from his Jerusalem throne and
when to take his throne back. David knew not to avenge his enemies but also knew to
instruct his son Solomon to do so for him.

Beware the waters of life. They can pull one in the wrong direction, flood one’s crops,
and even drown one’s life. Yet we cannot and should not entirely avoid the waters, for
the cycles and floods of life will come. We instead look and listen to God for signs and
signals of which waters to surf, which waves to enter, how to balance the ride, and
when to safely spin out. We also look to God for the strength and passion to ride,
knowing that he rides with us and stands at the end ready for our embrace.


